
Using Bistellar Flips for Rotations in Point Loation StruturesBenô�t Hudson Gary Miller�Carnegie Mellon UniversityPittsburgh, PA 15213fbhudson,glmillerg�s.mu.eduAbstratPoint loation in dynami Delaunay triangulations is aproblem that as yet has no elegant solution. Current ap-proahes either only give guarantees against a weakenedadversary, or require superlinear spae. In this paper wepropose that we should seek intuition from balaned bi-nary searh trees, where rotations are used to maintaina shallow worst-ase depth. We desribe a (well-known)data struture and a novel and simple algorithm basedon bistellar ips to implement rotation in the struture.The rotation takes time linear in the hange in the datastruture. The hope is to provide a tool that would leadto the design of an eÆient dynami Delaunay point lo-ation data struture.1 IntrodutionA major ost in Delaunay mesh re�nement algorithms,where a Delaunay triangulation is re�ned by adding newpoints to ahieve some quality objetive (large mini-mum angle, for instane), is the subroutine to disoverin whih triangle a given andidate point lies. We aretherefore interested in �nding fast, simple algorithms toperform this point loation operation. In addition, weneed to be able to maintain the point loator throughinsertions (as we re�ne the mesh) and deletions (as weoarsen it). While the problem generalizes trivially toany dimension, we are for the time being mainly inter-ested in handling point sets in the plane.In the stati ase, Kirkpatrik [5℄ has a deterministidata struture with O(n) size that answers queries inO(log n) time. Constrution takes O(n logn) time.However, in the dynami ase, no suh bound isknown. Under the so-alled ommunist model [7℄, Mul-muley has data strutures that o�er expeted O(n) sizedata strutures and expeted O(log n) time updates andO(log2 n) time queries (the update time bound assumeswe have a pointer into the struture, perhaps by hav-ing done a query beforehand). Also, Devillers et al. [2℄�This work was supported in part by the National SieneFoundation as part of the Aladdin Center (www.aladdin.mu.edu)and the Sangria Projet (www.s.mu.edu/ sangria) under grantsACI-0086093 and CCR-0122581.

have a data struture that o�ers expeted O(n) size ex-peted O(log n) time updates and queries; Clarkson etal. [1℄ have equivalent bounds. However, the adversaryis greatly weakened in this model: when it wants to in-sert or remove a vertex, it must hoose a random vertex!Against the usual adversary, all these data struture de-generate to worst ase 
(n) depth and 
(n2) size.One diÆulty in designing dynami data struturesfor Delaunay point loation is that any data struturethat expliitly represents the triangulation has a lowerbound of 
(n) per update, even in an amortized setting:the adversary an hange all the triangles with everyinsertion if it inserts points on a parabola from right toleft. Assuming we limit ourselves to data strutures thatrepresent the triangulation expliitly, this indiates thatwe want a data struture with output-sensitive updatetimes.In that vein, we an use the deterministi data stru-ture of Goodrih and Tamassia [4℄ to obtain O(k logn)update time, with O(n logn) spae and O(log2 n) querytime, where k triangles have been modi�ed.The open problem this work attempts to attak is:an we design a data struture that ahieves the optimalO(n) spae and O(log n) query time, and fast output-sensitive update time { ideally O(k + logn)? We donot solve the problem, but we present tools that mayprove to be useful to analyze it. Our tools are onlyproven to work for Delaunay triangulations in the plane,but most of the tehniques used easily extend to higherdimensions, so we expet the entire approah an begeneralized.2 ApproahThe main intuition in this paper is that to solve theproblem in two dimensions, it may be useful to draw onour experiene with the analogous problem in one di-mension. In one dimension, the Delaunay triangulationis a set of 1-simplies (segments) de�ned by two pointsat its extremities, and ontaining no point within its ir-umirle (the same segment). In other words, a queryis: given a point on the line, tell me what interval itlies in. The usual approah for this is to use a balanedbinary searh tree: AVL, red-blak, splay, treap, andlikely others. All these approahes share two essential1



features: a binary searh tree as the underlying datastruture, and a method of rebalaning that transformsthe tree using only the rotation operation. A tree in-dues a partial order on the insertion times of the pointit ontains. Rotation orresponds to inverting the in-sertion order of two points a and b: before rotation, ais inserted before b; after rotation, b preedes a in thenew indued partial order. The two points must be ad-jaent: there annot be another point  with insertiontime between a and b.Sleator et al [8℄ prove that doing rotations on treesof n nodes is isomorphi to doing bistellar ips on tri-angulations of onvex (n + 2)-gons. Our onjeture isthat this generalizes: doing rotations in a searh datastruture for Delaunay triangulations is isomorphi todoing series of bistellar ips on a lass of triangulationsin one higher dimension. This paper demonstrates theisomorphism for planar Delaunay triangulations.Our ip-based rotation operation runs in time linearin the size of the hange of the data struture (see Corol-lary 3), whih in general is faster than simply tearingout the parts of the data struture related to a and b andretriangulating. This is ritial in Delaunay triangula-tion in the plane and in higher dimensions, beause thesize of the part of the data struture related to any onevertex an be linear in the number of verties. Usingbistellar ips makes the ode simple, beause the usualapproah to building a Delaunay triangulation alreadyrequires implementing them; the rotation algorithm it-self is also simple. Finally, by basing the rotation oper-ation on small atomi ips, the data struture is alwaysvalid, whih allows for parallel aess to it.3 ToolsWe use three main tools in our algorithms and analysis.On a �rst reading of the paper, it may be worthwhile toskim through the following setions and return to themwhen their usefulness has been fully motivated.3.1 Bistellar FlipsBistellar ips are a topologial transformation de�nedon triangulations in any dimension d. There are essen-tially two types: ones that introdue or remove a vertexfrom the triangulation, and ones that ip faes of thetriangulation.A non-degenerate geometri bistellar ip { hene-forth, \bistellar ip" { of order i takes as input a (d�i)-simplex e (an edge, for instane). Let C be the set ofd-simplies that inlude e. If C forms a onvex spaeand has d + 2 verties, then a theorem of Lawson [6℄implies that there are exatly two triangulations of theverties: one that inludes e and one that instead in-ludes the i-simplex made up from the other verties.A bistellar ip moves between the two triangulations.

A Order 0 ips B Order 1 ipsFigure 1: The bistellar ips in dimensions 1, 2, and 3.A ip of order i reverses a ip of order (d � i), so weonly disuss the ips of order less than d=2.Not every simplex an be eliminated by a single bis-tellar ip: if C is not onvex, Lawson's theorem doesnot apply; if C is too small (for instane, in two dimen-sions, one triangle), there is nothing to ip; if C is toolarge (only possible in d � 3) then the bistellar ip isnot de�ned, although there may exist a series of ipsthat will eventually eliminate e.Figure 1 shows the bistellar ips in 1, 2, and 3 di-mensions. In d = 1, a d-simplex is a segment. Theorder-0 ip breaks a segment in two by introduing anew vertex.In d = 2, a d-simplex is a triangle. The order-0 ipagain introdues a vertex, splitting a triangle into three.There is also a order-1 ip, whih ips an edge sharedby two triangles, reating two new triangles.In d = 3, a d-simplex is a tetrahedron. The order-0ip now splits a tetrahedron into four. The order-1 iptakes two tetrahedra that share a triangular fae t, andpieres t with the segment between the apexes of eahtetrahedron, produing three tetrahedra along that edge(the fae and edge are shown in bold in the �gure).Beause the order-1 ip in two dimensions takes twotriangles to two triangles, it is often alled a 2-2 ip.Similarly, the order-1 ip in three dimensions is a 2-3ip, while the order-2 ip is a 3-2 ip.3.2 Paraboli lifting mapThe paraboli lifting map takes points in Rd to theparaboloid in Rd+1. That is, a point p = hp1; : : : ; pdiis mapped to p+ = hp1; : : : ; pd; z = Pdi=1 p2i i. The zaxis gives us a well-de�ned notion of up and down inarbitrary dimensions.We study the paraboli lifting map beause it exposesa onnetion between the Delaunay triangulation andthe lower onvex hull on the paraboloid. Given a setS � Rd, the (d + 1)-dimensional lower onvex hull ofS+ projeted bak down to Rd is the Delaunay trian-gulation of S. Figure 2 shows this proess for d = 1.2



Figure 2: The paraboli lifting map in one dimension.First, we lift the points on the line to the parabola.Then we take the onvex hull, and projet the faets(segments) of the onvex hull bak down to the line.3.3 The history DAGInsertion of a new vertex v into an existing Delaunaytriangulation in d dimensions an be done by the fol-lowing algorithm, paraphrased from Edelsbrunner andShah [3℄. Consult their paper for a proof of its orret-ness (and of its running time).Insert-vertex(v)1. �nd the d-simplex s that ontains v2. split s into d+ 1 simplies using a 0-orderbistellar ip3. while a neighbouring d-simplex s0 ontains vin its irumirle,3.1 destroy s0: perform an order 1 bistellar ipon the (d� 1)-simplex through whih s0is a neighbourSeed the algorithm by reating a large d-simplex inwhih all the points will �t. This is for simpliity ofexposition, and is not fundamental.We an maintain a data struture that desribes thehistory of the run of the algorithm: upon splitting asimplex s, set a pointer from t to the d+1 new simpliesthat replae it. Similarly, upon ipping a (d�1)-simplexe (in d = 2, this is an edge), set a pointer from the twosimplies on either side of e to the d new ones reatedby ipping e.Sine this data struture is ayli and represents thehistory of the algorithm, it is termed the history DAG.We say a simplex is buried by the simplex that replaedit. We say a simplex is a leaf if no simplex buries it{ notie that a leaf is a Delaunay faet. Finally, thebounding simplex is the root.The history DAG an be used to implement the searhfor the simplex that ontains v. Starting with s beingthe root, we look at the simplies that buried s andreur into the single simplex that ontains v, returningthe leaf we ome to.3.3.1 In d = 1 and d = 2In dimension d = 1, a d-simplex is a segment. A segmenton the line an only have a point inside its irumirleif the point is inside the segment, therefore when in-serting points into the 1-d Delaunay triangulation, the

algorithm will never ip out from s. When splitting thesegment s, it will be replaed by two subsegments. Thehistory DAG will have a pointer from s to its two sub-segments. In other words, the history DAG in this aseis a normal binary searh tree.In dimension d = 2, a d-simplex is a triangle. Split-ting a triangle reates three new triangles that partitionthe spae of s. Flips are important now; they take 2 tri-angles and ip the edge between them to reate two newtriangles. This means that the struture is no longer atree, although it remains ayli.3.3.2 Lifting the history DAGThe history DAG has an elegant interpretation in thelifting map. Splitting a fae (a d-simplex) orrespondsto reating a (d+1)-simplex with one fae (the fae thatwas split) on the top, and the other faes (the d + 1new faes) on the bottom. Similarly, ipping a (d� 1)-simplex is �lling in the spae below the two d-simpliesby reating a (d+1)-simplex that has the two d-simpliesas faes on top, and the remaining faes on the bot-tom. Thus the nodes of the history DAG orrespond tosimplies in a simpliial omplex that �lls the onvexlosure of the set of points lifted to the paraboloid.In d = 2, the set of tetrahedra reated by insertinga vertex v de�nes a shape not unlike a irus pavillion:some number of poles holding up anvas, meeting in apoint. Beause of this, we all this set the tent(v). Us-ing the same analogy, the triangles that were on thesurfae before v but are buried by the tent(v) are alledthe base(v). These de�nitions trivially generalize to ar-bitrary dimension.4 Rotations in 2-dIt's already been known for almost 20 years that rota-tion in a tree (the 1-d Delaunay point loation stru-ture) is a bistellar ip in one higher dimension. Here weshow that rotation in the 2-d Delaunay point loationstruture { the history DAG { is a series of bistellarips in three dimensions. There are two main di�er-enes between the 1-d and the 2-d ases: one point noworresponds to a set of simplies (a tent) in our DAG;and our DAG is not a tree. In one dimension, a andb an be rotated if they are parent and hild. In twodimensions, they must be not only parent and hild butalso no third vertex  may have part of its tent overlyinga if b also overlies tent().A key observation is that during the rotation opera-tion, nothing happens to simplies outside of tent(a) [tent(b). Therefore, the surfae of the rotation region(the exposed lower faes { initially, the lower faes oftent(b), plus the lower faes of tent(a) that tent(b) doesnot bury) does not hange; and similarly with the baseof the rotation region.3



In the algorithm, Q is a struture that allows theonstant-time operations push to add an element, popto remove an arbitrary element, and remove to removea given element. Despite the naming, Q need not be aqueue or a stak: ordering is not important.Rotate(a, b, K)1. Q all tetrahedra in tent(b) desendant of Kthat have both a and b2. while Q not empty2.1 pop T from Q2.2 if T has a legal bistellar ip2.2.1 let C be the tetrahedra in the ip2.2.2 remove all tetrahedra C from Q if present2.2.3 perform the bistellar ip C ! C 02.2.4 push onto Q the tetrahedra of C 0 thathave both a and bTo �nd a valid ip for a tetrahedron T , we form allombinations of T and its neighbours. In a valid ipC, all tetrahedra have a, at least one (namely, T ) hasb, the tetrahedra �ll their onvex hull, and all tetrahe-dra are within the rotation region. We an hek thelast restrition by numbering verties by an insertionorder that yields the DAG. A tetrahedron that has avertex numbered higher than a or b is below the rota-tion region and thus annot be involved in a valid ip.A tetrahedron above the rotation region annot have aon it.For lak of spae, we present here only a sketh of theorretness of the approah; the detailed proofs are inthe full paper at www.g.a.� Proposition 1 Progress: Every ip we performprodues at least one tetrahedron of the �nal result.� Proposition 2 Non-stik: Unless we have reahedthe end of the algorithm, every ip brings us to astate in whih another ip an be done.Together, these two propositions mean that the al-gorithm terminates (sine there is a �nite amount ofwork to be done) with the orret answer (sine it doesnot stop unless all of the work has been done). As aorollary to Proposition 1, we an ompute the runningtime:Corollary 3 The algorithm terminates after doing anumber of ips equal to the number of triangles inbase(a) on whih b enroahes. Furthermore, the al-gorithm only does onstant work per ip.The algorithm assumes that it is given the keystonetetrahedron K { that is, the �rst tetrahedron in tent(b)that has both a and b on it. In fat, all we need to knowis a tetrahedron that has both a and b: from that, wean searh both up and down to �ll Q. However, if nosuh tetrahedron is known, we would have to searh thetent(b), whih would hange the asymptotis if tent(b)is large ompared to the hange in the data struture.

5 Designing rotation logiWith the mahinery we have brought to bear on thisproblem, we are now in a good position to begin on-sidering not only how, but when and where to performrotations. Unfortunately, a ompletely straightforwardappliation of binary tree tehniques may not diretlywork. In partiular, we have investigated implementinga treap analogue.A treap is a binary searh tree with the added prop-erty that every point inserted into the tree gets a ran-dom priority. The priorities are kept in heap order viarotations. Equivalently, the priority is a virtual inser-tion time, and the tree is made to be indistinguishablefrom having inserted the points in the random order.Beause a searh tree built in random order has O(lg n)depth, so does the treap.We an easily generalize this to the Delaunay historyDAG and our rotation operation { indeed, we have im-plemented this. However, it is not true that a DelaunayDAG built in random order is shallow: in fat, thereare point sets on whih the depth is linear with highprobability.Despite this negative result, we know that there isan insertion order that indues a shallow DAG: Kirk-patrik's algorithm produes one. Therefore, we expetthat there is a rotation-based algorithm for maintaininga shallow Delaunay point loation data struture.Referenes[1℄ K. L. Clarkson, K. Mehlhorn, and R. Seidel. Four resultson randomized inremental onstrutions. In Symposiumon Theoretial Aspets of Computer Siene, pages 463{474, 1992.[2℄ O. Devillers, S. Meiser, and M. Teillaud. Fully dynamidelaunay triangulation in logarithmi expeted time peroperation. Computational Geometry Theory and Appli-ations, 2(2):55{80, 1992.[3℄ H. Edelsbrunner and N. R. Shah. Inremental topologialipping works for regular triangulations. Algorithmia,15:223{241, 1996.[4℄ M. T. Goodrih and R. Tamassia. Dynami trees and dy-nami point loation. In 23rd Annual ACM Symposiumon the Theory Computing, pages 523{533, 1991.[5℄ D. G. Kirkpatrik. Optimal searh in planar subdivi-sions. SIAM Journal of Computing, 12(1):28{35, 1983.[6℄ C. L. Lawson. Properties of n-dimensional triangula-tions. Computer Aided Geometri Design, 3(4):231{246,1987.[7℄ K. Mulmuley. Computational Geometry. Prentie-Hall,1994.[8℄ D. Sleator, R. Tarjan, and W. Thurston. Rotation dis-tane, triangulations and hyperboli geometry. Jour-nal of the Amerian Mathematial Soiety, 1(3):647{681,1988.4


